
Smart Portable Projector

LET’S GO PLACES





Let’s go places 

It is this enduring spirit that inspires people to live to the full, no matter what adventures 
they will go through, and wherever these adventures take them.



Cut the cord

Take the HALO+ projector anywhere, 
anytime without fumbling with cords or 
clunky power adapters, and enjoy up to 
two and a half hours battery life.



Any time is movie time

Because brightness is as important as portability, 
bringing 900 ANSI lumens, makes the XGIMI Halo+ 
the most powerful portable projector in the market. 



Pure image as 
Directors intended
HDR10+ adds additional scene-by-scene metadata 
to further improve image quality, bringing the 
directors vision to your eyes.



3D to truly replicate 
the movie theater 
experience
Super realistic 3D effects that bring the 
video to life.



Immersive Smooth 
Gaming

Refined details for extended entertainment 
to fully experience both the subtlety and 
intensity of the virtual world without delay 
thanks to low latency gaming mode @26MS 



2x5W Speakers
Powerful audio performance surround stereos use 

acoustics to balance conversations and sound effects.



Intelligent technology 
simplifies usability
Projection that automatically adjusts the image to 
your screen at start. – no manual setting needed



Flexibility without
Compromises
XGIMI’s Leading Intelligent Screen 
Adaptability Technology(ISA) helps avoid 
objects, adjust keystone and autofocus in 
seconds.



Content Much？

Official Android TV 10.0 to enjoy the best user experience，
intuitive navigation and a vast world of content



Slide，touch and mirror

Built-in Chromecast lets the users easily stream content directly
from their phone



A remote that shines

Functional design at work, this stylish Bluetooth 
remote uses the power of Google Assistant to guide 
you throughout your projection journey



Portable Form factor 
1.6

 K
G

113.5x145x171.5



Built to last

LED lifespan stays perfectly crisp, bright and clear for 30,000 hours. Meaning it last 10 
years+ before needing a lamp change



Well connected

Keeps you plugged in anywhere with HDMI,
USB, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,and headphone 
connections





LET’S GO PLACES


